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Permission to Talk with a Third Party About My Case 

 

As a client, the law firm of Amy Edwards Family Law represents my best interests only, even if a 

third party is paying the fee. My attorney has no obligation whatsoever to the third party 

except as it relates to me, the client. If I choose to involve a third party in my case, he or she 

does not have the authority to conflict with, or override, my directions or instructions to the 

attorney in deciding how to proceed in my case. Unless I tell my attorney otherwise, if I name a 

third party below, I am authorizing my attorney to discuss my case with them, leave messages 

for me with them, explain my case to them, and disclose to him or her the legal advice I have 

received. Using her professional judgment, if my attorney determines there is a conflict of 

interest between me and the third party, she reserves the right to cease involvement with the 

third party. Communications between the attorney and the third party are NOT protected by 

the attorney-client privilege. I am hereby advised to avoid involving other parties in my case, 

but my attorney also recognize that certain circumstances exist where clients need to have 

third party interaction. 

Below is listed the full name and mailing address of any person(s) I authorize my attorney to 

discuss my case with, and those person(s) will receive a copy of this contract, which sets forth 

their relationship with the attorneys and to me, the client. I AM FREE TO REVOKE MY 

AUTHORIZATION AT ANY TIME. If I revoke this authorization, the attorney will no longer be able 

to discuss any details of my case with the third party I have named. 

 
 
 

Name of person your attorney may talk to:    
 

 

Address of that person:    
 
 

 

Phone number of that person:    
 
 
 

E-mail address of that person:    
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